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LIMITS AND COLIMITS IN THE CATEGORY OF SMALL CATEGORIES*
Marek Golasifiski
Abstract . The aim of this note is to show some proper-
ties of the homotopy groups of limits and colimits in the cate-
gory of small categories Cat and to give a version of Milnor's
theorem in this category .
Moreover, one proves that the homotopy limit (in the sen
se of Bousfield and Kan, see [1, ch XI]) of a diagram of ner-
ves of categories is itself the nerve of a category . In fact,
if F : I - Cat is a functor and F is its Eilenberg-Moore
rectification (see [6]) then holim NF = N(lim F) .
For a similar result on the homotopy colimit see [7] .
1. Preliminaries. Let C be a category . A cohomotopy system
in C is a quadruple (P ; po,p l ,s), where P : c ., C is a
functor, whereas po,pl : P - id., s : id, -' P are such na
tural transformations that pos = Pi s = ¡de .
Refering to Kamps (see [4]) we can define the Hurewicz
fibration and cofibration . Moreover, we also have a homotopy re-
lation in such a category .
*Presented at the Workshop on Algebraic Topology . Barcelona,
March 1982 . The Editors apologize for not being able to inclu-
de this paper in the Vol . 26 Ns 3 of PUBLICACIONS, which con-
tains the proceedings of the Workshop .
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This quadruple determines a sequence of functors
Pn
	
: C - C, where PO . = idc, p n+l . = P(pn), for n >O
and natural transformations
dsi.,n
. = pi-l p pn-i : pn
S
pn-1
and s . . = pi-lspn+l-i : pn pn+1i,n
b = 0,1
Lemma 1 .1 . (see (41) . A sequence of functors and natural
transformations (Pn ; dS
,n ,si,n ) n > 0 defines a cubical object
in the endofunctors category of C .
Denote by Cat (Cat*) the category of (pointed) small ca-
tegories and by Set° op (Set*°op ) the category of (pointed)
cubical sets .
The cohomotopy system in Cat (Cat*) is defined in the fo-
llowing wüy . Let v be the- Cawcyviy~-_-- .___ L___ca. t~Sveit Ly :
-. - 2 -- -1 --, 0 t-- 1 --, 2 a-- . . . . .
For C EobCat a functor a : 9 - T is called finite iff there
exist mono Eob2 such that a (m) = a (mo ),c(n) = o (no ) and
a (m -m') = id a(m ) , a (n - n') = id a(n ) for m,m'-<m0	
0 0
n,n' >no . The above conditions will be written briefly as
a(mo ) = a(--) and a(no ) = o(+-) . The full subcategory given
by finite functors of Cat(2,C) is denoted by P(C) .
Then P : Cat -- " Cat is the functor and for C E obTat
there are functors s(C) : C ---> P(T), and p0 (C),pl (C) :P C-"T
defined by s (C) (C) (k) = C for C'EobC, k E.ob2 and
PS (C) (a) = a((-1)
b
~) for S = 0,1 .
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Hence we obtain the cohomotopy system (P ;po,pl ,s) in
Cat and the functor Q : Cat x Cat -> SetOop, where Q(C,C')n=
= Cat(C,Pn (C))
	
for C,C' E obCat . In particular, for 0 _
we have the functor Q : Cat -, Set°op .
In Cat we can define the Serre fibration (see [2]) .
Moreover, in Cat it is easy to define a notion of the loop func
tor P, the homotopy fibre of a map etc .
For further considerations we small need the following
Theorem 1 .2 . . (see [2]) . For a functor
following conditions are equivalent :
Corollary 1 .3 . For any C E obCat the cubical set Q(C)
satisfies the Kan extension condition .
One can prove that for any C,C'E obCat the cubical set
Q(C,C') also satisfies the Kan extension condition .
2 . The homotopy groups and
the paper [21 for C E obCat *
where rn (Q(C),*) is the n-th
set Q(C) (see [3]) .
the long exact sequence
ii) i f f : CL ---+ D
fn1 (*) 47 f -1 (*) where W
p : E ---> B the
p : E -, B is the Serre fibration,
Q(p) : Q(E) -, Q(B) is the Kan-fibration .
's theorem . FollowingMilnor
we put
homotopy group of the cubical
Theorem 2 .1 . (see [21) i) A map f : (E ----D
--, nn (C, * ) --, nn(D,*) --~ nn-1(fhl(*) .*) --'
induces
is the Serre fibration then
is the weak homotopy equivalence .
Let ¢ be a small category . Thomason (see [7]) . proved
that for a functor F : 1 -, Cat, the classifying space of the
Grothendieck construction B(lf F), is homotopy equivalent to
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the realization of the Bousfield-Kan homotopy colimit
¡hocolim NFI . There also exists a relation between the homoto . -
py groups of hocolim F and colim F .
Let
	
F : 1 -Cat be a functor . The Grothendieck cons
truction on F, I f F, is the category with objects : the pairs
(i,X) with i an object of 1 and X an object of F(i),
and with morphisms (a,x) :(i1,X1) - (io,X0 ) given by a mor-
phism a : i l ~ i0	 n1 and a x : F(a) (X 1 ) -'Xo
F(io) . . The composition is defined by (a,x) (a' ,x') _
= (aa', xF(a)(x')) .
For F : 1 - Cat*	let. p : I J F --~ colim* F be the
functor given by p(i,X) = X, then p-1 (*) = I . Moreover, for
any C Eob colim* F we have the pair of functors p-1 (C) --' p
-1 /Cand p (C) -r
C/P
given in the obvious way, where
p/C
and




has a left adjoint and p(C) --' C/P has a
right adjoint. Hence p is the Serre fibration (see 151) .
Therefore, following the Thomason's result we have
Corollary 2 .2 . For a functor F : 1 -i Cat there is
the long exact sequence
-+ nn (1, *) -~ an (holim F, *) ---~ nn (colim* F,*) --> .
In particular, if 1 is a contractible category (for
instante, a left of right filtering category) then
ir n (hocolim F,*) = n n (colim* F,*) for n : 0 .
On the base of the proof of Theorem 3 .1 from [1,ch .IX1
and with referentes to the fact that the cubical set Q(C,C')
satisfies the Kan extension condition, we obtain
Theorem 2 .3 . (Milnor's theorem) . Let T be a countable
small right filtering category . If
	
F : Top --> Cat*	a d
F' : I ---> Cat * are such functors that for any mapa : i --> i'
in T F(a) : F(i') --> F(i) is the Hurewicz fibration and
F'(a) : F'(i) --> F'(i') is the Hurewicz cofibration then
there is the short exact sequence of pointed sets
* -->l l [F' (i).-ZF(i)1 -->[ lim F' (i),1f imF (i)1 -' 7~im[F'(i) .F(i)1-~*
where [,] denotes the set of homotopy classes of maps and
l~I-M
1 - the 1-th derived functor of JEim .
Corollary 2 .4 . i) If F(i) = F for any i Eob T then
* --> lim1 [ F' (i) , 52F] ---> [ li~ F' (i) F] -> im[ F' (i) F] -->
is the Milnor's sequence .
ii) If F' (i) = F' for any i E ob 1 then
*--> llim1 [F',SZF(i)] --> [F',lf im F(i)] --> llim[F',F(i)1 ~*
is the Vogt-Cohen's sequence .
Remark that the following diagram
*~~1 [F'(i),2lim F(i)1
*-> 1 ( lim F' (i),2F(i)1
Hence we obtain
lSP
* --' lim- [ F' (i) , 2F (i) ]-' [ lim F' (i),lim F(i)]-> lim
[ litem F' (i) ,F (i)1
llp
[ F' (i) ,F (i) ] ->
1 41 .
is commutative . From the "Snake Lemma" we have that coker - _
= ker ~ and coker -o' = ker V' .
lim [F' (i),l~im F(i)1
3 . Homotopy limit in Cat .
	
Let 1 be a small category and
Setoop - the category of simplicial sets . A .K . Bousfield and D.M .
Kan defined for F : 1 - Setíi o p the homotopy limit - holim F .
We will prove that the homotopy limit of .a diagram of nerves of
categories is itself the nerve of a category .
For F : 1 - Cat we define the functor F : 1 -° Cat
(the Eilenberg-Moore rectification or Street "seaond construc-
tion", see (6]) . For i E ob 1 F(i) is the category whose
objects are pairs (0,9), where W is a function as.signing each
a : i in 1 with source i an object W(a) of F(i') ;
and P assigns each string i á~ i' -o-- i" a map
`Pp,a : W(Qa) -F((3)Ví(a) in F(i"), subject to
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Corollary 2 .5 . There are the following exact sequences :
jlim1 ( F' (i) que F (1) 1 -+ j~i:m1 ( F' (i) ,aF (i) 1-b
im ( F' (i) n F (i) ] --~ m ( F' (i) ,F (i) I ,
ü) o -. ml ( lüt F' (i) ,,-,F (i) ] -+ ~im1	( F' (i) 2F (i) )-'
-' lim ( J.in F' (i) ,F(i) 1 -' ( F' (i) ,F(i)
~P7o,a
J, (7Ga) F(70)0(a)
F (y) (~PQ,a) 1 ~
'F(7)VL(0Q) F(Y)F(Q)Vi(a)
commute . A map a : (0,o) -(W' ,ro') is a 'function which'
as signs to each a : i --~ i.' in 1 a map of F (i' ) ,
a (a) : W (a) --+ ,(,' (a) ; subject to, for i -« -" i' --£6~ i", that
F(R) (a(a) )
F(P)VI(a) F(It)V" (a)
,0Q , '0' R,a
a(Qa)
'v(pa) J~' (eta)
commutes . The composition is given by a.a(a) = a(a)a(a) . For
F(ó) : F(i)
	
' F(i) is given on objects by
F(b)(V~ .~P) _ .PS ) . where PS (a) _ ~(a&)p
s
so6~a = `PG,ab
and on morphisms by F(S)(a) = a, aó (a) = a(ab) .
Then we have the following
Theorem 3 .1 . For a functor F : 1 - Cat there is a na-
tural isomorphism holim NF _ N ~ F, where N is the nerve
functor .
The proof is straightforward .
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